
�.� From Semantic Space to Physical Space

F ����� � .� . An example of non circular geographical feature. This is the geograph-
ical feature of High Line park in NYC.

Finally, in order to infer the location of a message, Sherloc calculates the
convex hull of the cluster of the points associated with messagem and then
retrieves its centroid. The coordinates (xm ,�m ) of the centroid represent the
inferred (approximate) location loc (m) of messagem. The convex hull guaran-
tees that we always get a convex shape in which the centroid can be calculated.
This is shown rightmost at the end of Figure �.�.

������ �� ��� ���������� ��������� : ������ Our approach
relies on a clustering algorithm to determine the area from which a message
originates instead of using a grid like many other existing approaches. Our
clustering should guarantee the following three important properties:

• No prior knowledge of the number of clusters. Since each message contains
a di�erent number of toponyms and, therefore, associated coordinates,
we need an algorithm that does not require the number of clusters as
input.

• Clusters can have any shape. While many clustering algorithms return
clusters with circular shapes, we want to be able to highlight speci�c
geographical features of any shape, e.g., streets.

• Avoid noise. Some points are not physically close to each other. Therefore
we want to exclude these irrelevant points.

In order to support our requirements, we useDensity-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN) (Ester et al., ����) (discussed in Section �.�.�).
DBSCAN is a density-based clustering algorithm: given a set of points in some
space, DBSCAN groups points that are tightly packed together (points with
many close neighbors), marking as outliers points that lie alone in low-density
regions (whose nearest neighbors are too far away). DBSCAN is not limited to
identify clusters of circular shape, thus allowing streets or general geographical
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� Sherloc: a Sub-city Level Geolocation Algorithm

features to be identi�ed. An example could be The High Line in NYC that is an
elevated linear park that, as we can see in Figure �.�, has a non-circular shape.
Notice that, in our gazetteer, we have a lot of geotagged streets. Avoiding the
restriction to circular clusters enables us to highlight areas that should have
the spatial shape of the geographical objects.

Parameters of DBSCAN are � and minPts. � is the distance between points.
minPts is the minimum number of points required to form a dense region.

Example �.�. Sherloc uses P (m) as input for the DBSCAN algorithm� with
� = 0.002 that corresponds to around ��� meters and minPts = 25. Considering
P (m) as calculated in Example �.�, DBSCAN produces only one cluster with ten
physical points, and the remaining ��� physical points are considered noise. We
construct the convex hull and calculate its centroid that is: [51.5,�0.1918].

�.� Sherloc-DR: an Extended Version Using a Double Geographic
Representation

In the previous sections, we explain in detail how Sherloc works. In this
section, we propose an extended version of Sherloc that exploits two di�erent
geographical representations at the same time. In Algorithm �, we present this
extended version, named Sherloc-DR. In red, we show the di�erence between
Sherloc and Sherloc-DR.

The external knowledgeKG |A and its relative representation in the semantic
space S are inputs of Sherloc that deeply a�ect the results of the algorithm.
The more detailed the knowledge is, the higher the probability to create a set
of physical points that are representative of a message. Since the way semantic
space is created from a given knowledge it is not deterministic and as is not
clear what the features in the vector associated to a word in an embedding
represent, we decide to use a di�erent representation of the same knowledge to
provide di�erent nearest neighbors. More in detail, we structure an extended
version of Sherloc that is based on the sameKG |A, but it works on two di�erent
semantic spaces that corresponds to two di�erent embedding algorithms. In
other words, we consider terms generated by both embeddings.

De�nition �.�. Given a geographical knowledge KG |A, two semantic spaces S1
and S2 both representing KG |A, the nearest neighbors of a point s 2 S1 ^ s 2 S2
are:

NN (s ) = NNk (s, S1) \ NNk (s, S2)

where NNk (s ) is de�ned in De�nition �.�.

All the other steps are the same as in Sherloc. A graphical representation of
Sherloc-DR is illustrated in Figure �.�. As we can see, the k-NN query step is
the only modi�ed step.

�We choose the input valueminPts a priori with a k-fold cross validation. Details in Chapter �.
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�.� Sherloc-DR: an Extended Version Using aDouble Geographic Representation

Algorithm �: Sherloc-DR
Input: bounding box A, messagem, semantic spaces S1 and S2 both

representing a geographic knowledge KG |A
Result: [lat , lon] coordinates of the messagem
/* Step 1: Cleaning */

T (m) = cleaning_matching(m);
/* Step 2: Double Nearest neighbors identification */

k = �
|T (m) | ;

NN (m) = {};
for t 2 T (m) do

NN1 (t ) = query(t , S1,k );
NN2 (t ) = query(t , S2,k );
NN (t ) = NN1 (t ).intersection(NN2 (t ));
NN (m).append (NN (t ));

end
T NN (m) = emb�1 (S,NN (m));
/* Step 3: Physical points extraction */

P (m) = points (T NN (m),KG |A);
/* Step 4: Clustering */

Clusters (m) = clusterin�(P (m));
/* Step 5: Ranking and inferred coordinates */

dC (m) = max(r f (Clusters (m)));
[lat , lon] = centroid (Con�exHull (dC (m)));
return [lat , lon]

ClusteringClustering

Physical Location

k-NN Identification

Message Cleaning

@user_b60c65d3 Amber 6th 
Ave bet 9th n 10th street

Semantic Space

Semantic Space

∩

S1

S2

Double
Representation

6th, Ave, 
9th,10th street

T(m)

40.6572, -73.9551
loc(m)

Position

Cluster Ranking

F ����� � .� . Sherloc-DR schematic steps.
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� Experimental Setup

In this chapter, we present the experimental setup to evaluate our approach.
We provide information on datasets, both Twitter and geographic. Then, we
introduce and de�ne the metrics that are involved in the evaluation. Moreover,
to compare our approach with a state-of-the-art, we de�ne and discuss a naive
knowledge-driven algorithm and the data-driven algorithm we compare with,
namely Geoloc (Hulden, Silfverberg, and Francom, ����). We conclude the
chapter presenting the implementation of our algorithm.
Appendix A contains a summary of the notions introduced in this chapter.

�.� Datasets

Sherloc takes as input a microblog message m, a geographical knowledge
KG |A, and a � parameter. In this section, we provide details about the input
instantiations that we use for the evaluation.
Bothm and KG |A are related to an area, so the very �rst input is an area

A speci�ed in terms of a bounding box. The bounding boxes cover the area
corresponding to Greater London, UK and New York City, USA. We choose
these two cities since we decide to work on English messages and there are
available dataset online. In Table �.� we provide the value of the bounding
boxes. The microblog messagem is an element of two possible Twitter data-
set: FollowTheHashtag dataset� for data from Greater London and GeoText
dataset� for data from New York. The geographic knowledge KG |A described
in Chapter �, is instantiated with GeoNames, OSM facet ontology, and LGD.
In Table �.�, we summarize the input parameters of our framework together
with some useful information. Hereafter, for readability, Greater London, UK
and New York City, USA are denoted by London and NY respectively.

�.�.� Twitter Datasets

We considered two di�erent datasets of tweets, namely:

• GeoText dataset.This dataset was retrieved, used and described for the �rst
time in Eisenstein, O’Connor, et al., ���� and later used for comparison
and evaluation of several approaches Hulden, Silfverberg, and Francom,
����; Priedhorsky, Culotta, and Del Valle, ����; Yuan et al., ����. The
dataset was retrieved from the o�cial Twitter Streaming API� in the
�rst week of March ����, by keeping only messages associated with

�www.followthehashtag.com/datasets/170000-uk-geolocated-tweets-free-twitter-dataset/
�www.cs.cmu.edu/~ark/GeoText/
�developer.twitter.com/en/docs
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� Experimental Setup

T���� � .� . Summary of the input parameters and relevant information used for the
evaluation.

London NY
A [-�.����,��.����,�.���,��.����] [-��.������,��.������,-��.�����,��.�����]

Coverage (km2) ⇠ 1100 ⇠ 2300
max distance (km) ⇠ 47 ⇠ 68

m m 2 FollowTheHashtag m 2 GeoText
KG |A GeoNames, LGD, OSM facet ontology GeoNames, LGD, OSM facet ontology

a��( |T (m) |) �.�, �.�, �.� �.�, �.�, �.�

coordinates, i.e., geotagged messages. The dataset was preprocessed to
be used as input for a topic extraction algorithm. To this aim, only tweets
of users that wrote at least �� messages in the considered period, follow
less than ���� other users, and have less than ���� followers were taken
into account. The geographic coverage of this dataset is USA.

• FollowTheHashtag dataset. This dataset contains geotagged tweets re-
trieved over ���h that correspond to � days from ��/��/���� to ��/��/����,
after removing retweets. No further preprocessing was applied to the
retrieved messages. The geographic coverage of this dataset is UK.

Since our aim is to increase the accuracy of geolocation at the sub-city
level, working on a given target area, we selected from GeoText only tweets
geolocated in NY and from FollowTheHashtag tweets geolocated in London.
In Figure �.� we provide two heatmaps to give a visualization of the density of
tweets present in the datasets. In red the higher concentration of tweets, in
green the lower concentration.

(� ) NY (� ) London

F ����� � .� . Twitter density.

�.�.� Geographic Knowledge Bases

We select the information of these two cities also in the semantic gazetteers
corresponding to: GeoNames, LGD, and OSM facet ontology.
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�.� Datasets

�������� We can use theGeoNames searchwebservicewith the type=rdf
parameter option in order to download data in RDF format or we can down-
load the database dump and construct the url for the features using the pat-
tern http://sws.geonames.org/geonameId/. The complete RDF dump has
�������� features and about ���millions RDF triples (information of ��/��/����).
The dump has one RDF document per toponym on every line of the �le. A
daily GeoNames database dump can be downloaded in the form of a large
worldwide text �le (allCountries.zip). Fortunately, additional country �les
are available for convenience. The �les are available from the GeoNames server.
Since, we do not need data of the entire world, from the server, we downloaded
Great Britain information and USA information and then we �lter only the
data in Greater London (UK) and New York City (USA). We then �lter the
data using a Pandas Dataframe, in order to adhere to the format presented in
De�nition �.�.

��� For LGD we executed two SPARQL queries (one for each target area)
on the LinkedGeoData endpoint. Due to server limitations, each result was
limited to ��.��� triples, following the format presented in De�nition �.�. The
SPARQL query is shown in Listing �.�. The POLYGON takes the coordinates
of the bounding box plus the centroid following the format OGC WTK, the
standard format of the Open Geospatial Consortium, Well-Known Text�.
# data extraction from LinkedGeoData (OSM)
# Select data from a region
# ?c is the class of the object ?s, ?l is the label of those
object and ?g the geometry (POINT format)

Prefix rdfs: <http://www.w3.org/2000/01/rdf-schema#>
Prefix ogc: <http://www.opengis.net/ont/geosparql#>
Prefix geom: <http://geovocab.org/geometry#>
Prefix lgdo: <http://linkedgeodata.org/ontology/>

Select *
From <http://linkedgeodata.org> {
?s
a ?c ;
rdfs:label ?l ;
geom:geometry [
ogc:asWKT ?g

].

Filter(bif:st_intersects(?g,
bif:st_geomFromText(
"POLYGON((lat1 lon1,
lat2 lon2,
lat3 lon3,
lat4 lon4,
lat5 lon5))"))).

}

L ������ � .� . SPARQL query

��� ����� �������� For what concerns OSM data, we �rst downloaded
all the data in Greater London (UK) and New York City (USA) and then we
�ltered the entire OSM dataset with OSM facet ontology obtaining a di�erent
subset of OSM data� w.r.t. LGD.
�Source:opengeospatial.org/standards/wkt-crs
�From now on, we will call the geographic knowledge obtained with OSM facet ontology as
OSM for simplicity.
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� Experimental Setup

T���� � .� . Overlapping terms in geographic knowledge
London NY

|T (KGeoNames |A) | ���� ����
|T (KOSM |A) | ����� �����
|T (KLGD |A) | ���� ����
|T (KGeoNames |A) \T (KOSM |A) | ���� ����
|T (KGeoNames |A) \T (KLGD |A) | ���� ����
|T (KLGD |A) \T (KOSM |A) | ���� ����
|T (KGeoNames |A) \T (KOSM |A) \T (KLGD |A) | ���� ���

�������� �������� The number of triples present in the resulting geo-
graphical knowledge bases are shown in Table �.�. As we can see, the number
of unique geo-terms in the three knowledge bases are di�erent, showing a
bigger cardinality of the terms in OSM. We also provide the intersection val-
ues among semantic gazetteers. As expected, since they came from the same
gazetteer, OSM and LGD share the biggest number of terms for both London
and NY.

Moreover, as we do for Twitter data, we provide heatmaps to show, visually,
the di�erent density of data in the gazetters. Figure �.� shows data for London
and Figure �.� shows data for NY. The server limitation for LGD to ��,���
tuples, clearly give us less points w.r.t. the other datasets. The heatmaps show
the physical points in every elements in KG |A.

(� ) GeoNames (� ) OSM Facet Ontology (� ) LGD

F ����� � .� . Density of data in London in di�erent geographic knowledge.

(� ) GeoNames (� ) OSM Facet Ontology (� ) LGD

F ����� � .� . Density of data in NY in di�erent geographic knowledge.
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�.� Evaluation Metrics

�.� Evaluation Metrics

Given a dataset Tw , to evaluate the results of the algorithms we consider
Tw as the ground-truth. For the analysis, we choose two commonly adopted
distance-based evaluation metrics: Mean Distance Error (MDE) and Accuracy
Distance Error (ADE). Both metrics are de�ned in terms of the Distance Error
DE (m), computed for each tweetm and de�ned as the Euclidean distance d
between the actual location ofm (as in the ground truth), locr (m), and the
inferred location, loc(m):

DE (m) = d (loc(m), locr (m))

We choose Euclidean distance for simplicity of computation since the geo-
graphic regions in analysis are small and we could be approximate geodesic
distance with the Euclidean distance.

���� �������� ����� MDE is then de�ned as the average distance
error for each tweetm in a dataset Tw :

MDE =
1
|Tw |

X

m2Tw
DE (m)

�������� �������� ����� ADE is de�ned as the ratio between the
number of tweets which distance error is lower than a given threshold dist
and the total number of tweets:

ADE =
|{m 2 Tw |DE (m)  dist }|

|Tw |

�������� ���������� Moreover, we want to analyze the number of
tweets that a knowledge driven algorithm can geolocate providing a measure
that we call GeoTweet Percentage (GTP)�. GTP is de�ned as the ratio between
the number of localizable tweets Tw� , i.e., the messages that contain at least a
term contained in KG |A, de�ned as

Tw� =m |m 2 Tw ^T (m) [ �1 (KG |A) , ;
and the total number of tweets in the dataset Tw , i.e.,

GTP =
|Tw� |
|Tw |

��������� ����� We �nally provide an ambiguity value measure, in
order to compare semantic gazetteers, that we de�ne as:

� =
|KG |A |
|T (KG ) |

This value represents the average number of triples that contains the same
term in the geographic knowledge. This measure is helpful to understand the
level of ambiguity of a geographic knowledge, and thus to clarify the behavior
of the algorithm using di�erent inputs.
�Since this is not properly a classi�cation task, we prefer not call it recall.
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Algorithm �: naive KD
Input: messagem, geographic knowledge KG |A
Result: [lat , lon] coordinates of the messagem
// Step 1: Cleaning

T (m) = cleaning_matching(m);
// Step 2: Physical points extraction

P (m) = points (T (m),KG |A);
// Step 3: Naive infercence location

lat = a��(Pnaive |A (m).lat );
lon = a��(Pnaive |A (m).lon);
return [lat , lon]

�.� Compared Geolocation Algorithms

As extensively discussed in Chapter �, geolocation prediction is the problem
to infer the location of a microblog message whatever is its content. In order
to support the intuition that a knowledge-driven algorithm that exploits a
geographical knowledge to geolocate a microblog message at sub-city level
achieves a higher accuracy than a data-driven algorithm, we introduce in
this section a naive knowledge-driven algorithm and then a state of the art
data-driven algorithm, Geoloc (Hulden, Silfverberg, and Francom, ����) that
will be used as a representative for comparison.

�.�.� Naive Knowledge-Driven Approach: naive KD

In order to compare the geographical knowledge and understand the amount
of ambiguity in the dataset, we used a naive Knowledge-Driven approach
(naive KD). Given a set of terms in a microblog message, we identify which
terms are in the geographic knowledgeKG |A and we extract the physical points
associated with them. In order to infer the geographic position of the message,
we calculate the average latitude and longitude of the obtained set of points.

We de�ne more formally the naive KD algorithm as follows.
De�ning loc(m) as the inferred location, we calculate it starting from the

set of points associated with T (m), Pnaive |A (m), de�ned as follows:

Pnaive |A (m) = [t 2T (m) {p |(t , class,p) 2 KG |A}

loc (m) is then computed from Pnaive |A (m) by taking the average longitude and
latitude among points in Pnaive |A (m), i.e.,

loc (m).i = a��(Pnaive |A (m).i ) i = [lat , lon]

In Algorithm �, we propose the pseudo-code of naive KD approach. Notice
that we have only three steps instead of Sherloc’s �ve steps.

In Figure �.�, we show how a simple knowledge-driven algorithm works. A
term in T (m) could be:
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�.� Compared Geolocation Algorithms

• A term that corresponds to only one physical point. In this case, we just
infer that point as the position of the tweet.

• A term that corresponds to more than one physical point. In this case, we
compute the average longitude and latitude among points.

• A class. In this case, there is a set of terms in �1 (KG |A) that are related to
the class found. We compute the average longitude and latitude among
all the points that refer to terms that appear in the geographic gazetteers.

In Figure �.� we depict the terms found in a message in blue. Each one
of these terms, which are instances, has a location associated with it on a
map. In case the found term is a class, it has no direct location on the map,
as it is not a physical object, but rather a concept. In this case, we depict the
toponym instances inferred from this class in red, and also place them on the
map, as they have locations associated with them. Our intuition is that places
are usually spatially clustered together w.r.t their typology, e.g., there are
areas with higher concentrations of restaurants and bars, and other areas with
higher concentrations of shops. As a result, we are interested in increasing the
probability that a tweet comes from these "clustered areas" when they contain
terms that refer to such types of places.

�.�.� Data-Driven Approach: Geoloc

Geoloc algorithm (Hulden, Silfverberg, and Francom, ����) is a state of the art
text-based geolocation algorithm �. In order to correctly infer the position of a
message, it relies on a geographic grid. We choose Geoloc as a state of the art
method for the comparison since it is one of the newest algorithms that have
the same input as our approach. Moreover, in Hulden, Silfverberg, and Fran-
com, ����, the authors performed a comprehensive comparative evaluation
with previous algorithms and Geoloc showing their improvement in the �eld.
In order to be comparable with knowledge-driven algorithm in general, we
restrict the set of microblog messages to use for the training and test phases
to tweets coming from an area A. Experiments were performed by selecting
from each dataset a random subset of �,��� localizable microblog messages
(see Section �.�). The training set for Geoloc is composed of all tweets ex-
cept the selected �,���. We point out that there is no need for training for
a knowledge-driven algorithm. We can notice that Geoloc can locate every
microblog message while a knowledge-driven algorithm obviously cannot,
since messages not containing geographic terms cannot be located with a
knowledge-driven approach.

�code.google.com/archive/p/geoloc-kde/
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F ����� � .� . Connection between semantic and spatial information in a message.

�.� Implementation Details

All algorithms are implemented in Python �.�. Our scripts use Pandas� and
Sklearn� libraries.We clean the data usingOpenRe�ne�� and all the embeddings
were created using the Poincarè algorithm available in the Github repository
(github.com/facebookresearch/poincare-embeddings).

������� ��������� ������ : k �� ���� In order to e�ciently process
nearest neighbor queries, we choose a space-partitioning data structure to
index our data: the k-d tree (Maneewongvatana and Mount, ����). In a k-d
tree T , each level has a “cutting dimension”: cycling through the dimensions
is achieved by walking down the tree. Each node in a k-d tree contains a k
dimensional point. The nearest neighbor search algorithm aims at �nding the
point in the tree that is nearest to a given input point. This search can be done
e�ciently by using the tree properties to eliminate large portions of the search
space quickly. With this data structure, a nearest neighbor query has a worst
case complexity ofO (n) where n is the number of points. We used the k-d tree
implementation of Python sciPy library��.

�pandas.pydata.org
�scikit-learn.org
��openrefine.org
��docs.scipy.org/doc/scipy-0.14.0/reference/generated/scipy.spatial.

KDTree.html
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� Sub-city Level Evaluation

In this chapter we provide a detailed evaluation of all the algorithms and
methods described in this thesis. We discuss our results in the following order:
(i) We experimentally evaluate the various di�erent knowledge bases used
in our work. (ii)We investigate the impact of the various parameters related
to the way we embed knowledge bases in multi-dimensional spaces. (iii)We
investigate the optimal parameter selection for Sherloc. (iv)We comparatively
evaluate Sherloc in terms of geolocation accuracyw.r.t. both the state-of-the-art
and our extension, called Sherloc-DR. In the following we provide additional
detail.

( � ) ���������� ��������� In this set of experiments we demonstrate
how we can use geographic knowledge bases for sub-city level geolocation.
We use multiple knowledge bases and show that even a naive knowledge
based geolocation approach can increase accuracy by comparing it to data-
driven methods. To further explain the di�erences in quality across di�erent
knowledge bases, we calculate and discuss their ambiguity value � (de�ned
in Section �.�). With this set of experiments we want to answer the ques-
tions: “Can an external geographic knowledge help for sub-city level geoloca-
tion?” and “Which characteristics of a geographic knowledge can be useful for
this problem?”

( � � ) ���������� In this set of experiments we experimentally investigate
how to achieve the best embedding representation of our (hierarchical) data.
We provide two di�erent evaluations of Sherloc geolocation: quality based and
distortion based. The former is the evaluation of the best embedding based
on the quality of geolocation achieved by Sherloc when using it. The latter is
the distortion value calculated between the actual ontology and its embedding
and aims at evaluating the quality of the embedding per se, i.e., in a task inde-
pendent way. Using embeddings, we want to answer the question: “How can
we represent a geographic knowledge if we do not know what distance function
to use between two points in the ontology?” Moreover, with GloVe embedding,
we try to answer a di�erent question: “Can a generic word embedding provide
a good representation for geographic knowledge?”

( � � � ) ������� ���������� We study the e�ect of parameter selection
on the performance of Sherloc. We provide a k-fold cross-validation for the
minPts parameter of the DBSCAN and we evaluate di�erent runs of Sherloc
in order to devise the most appropriate value for � . In this section, we want to
answer the question: “Which are the best Sherloc parameters?”
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� Sub-city Level Evaluation

T���� � .� . Values of GeoTweet Percentage for Twitter datasets.
NY London

Tot tweets in A ��,��� ��,���
LGD GeoNames OSM LGD Geonames OSM

GTP �.�� �.��� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

( �� ) ������� After choosing the best input parameters, we perform a
complete geolocation accuracy evaluation for Sherloc. We compare our results
with the state-of-the-art. Moreover, we compare the results of Sherloc with
our extended version, called Sherloc-DR. Both algorithms use the best para-
meters determined during the previous set of experiments. In this section, we
want to answer the question: “Does Sherloc improve over the state-of-the-art
approaches?”

�.� Geographic Knowledge Evaluation

In this section, we provide a detailed comparative study of the usefulness of
various di�erent semantic gazetteers in the geolocation process (Di Rocco, Ber-
tolotto, Buscaldi, et al., ����). Speci�cally, we compare the naive KD approach
(described in Section �.�.�) with both Geoloc, a state-of-the-art data driven
approach (Hulden, Silfverberg, and Francom, ����) (described in Section �.�.�)
and a random algorithm. A random algorithm randomly returns a position for
each microblog message inside the given area. In the reminder of this section,
we refer to this approach as Random.

�.�.� Algorithms Comparison

���� ������ ���������� In our initial experiment, we measure the
MDE for Geoloc for both the NY and London datasets and compare it to the
results of a random algorithm. The results can be seen in Table �.�. We can
see that for the case of NY, Geoloc is able to achieve a lower MDE (albeit with
a small gain) than Random. This is, however, not the case with London. We
remember that we trained Geoloc on the entire Tw except for �,��� tweets in
Tw� used for test and comparison with the naive KD algorithm.

While the results might look surprising, this is to be expected as data-driven
methods have been designed to work well for larger areas, and it is known
that they do not work particularly well for sub-city level geolocation (Kinsella,
Murdock, and O’Hare, ����). Speci�cally, the problem is that such methods
operate on a pre-de�ned grid, and if one needs to perform sub-city level geo-
location, the grid has to become very detailed. However, as the grid becomes
smaller, the number of classes in which data-driven classi�ers operate becomes
so large that the probability of choosing the correct one quickly degrades to
that of Random.
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�.� Geographic Knowledge Evaluation

T���� � .� . Overlapping of geolocalizable tweets among geographic knowledge
London NY

|Tw | ����� �����
|TwGeonames | ����� ���
|TwOSM | ����� �����
|TwLGD | ����� ����
|TwGeoNames \TwOSM | ����� ���
|TwGeoNames \TwLGD | ����� ���
|TwLGD \TwOSM | ����� ����
|TwGeoNames \TwOSM \TwLGD | ����� ���

T���� � .� . MDE values with the three di�erent approaches on two datasets and, for
naive KD, on the three di�erent geographical external knowledges.

NY London
Geoloc ��.�� ��.��
Random ��.�� ��.�

LGD GeoNames OSM LGD GeoNames OSM
KD ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� �.�� �.�� ��.��

��������� ������ ���������� In the second experiment, we infer
geolocation on both London and NY, but this time using naive KD.We compare
naive KDwith three di�erent semantic gazetteers (LGD, GeoNames, OSM). The
�rst thing that we notice is the di�erent percentage of tweets that we retrieve
with the di�erent geographic knowledge bases. In Table �.�, we calculate the
GTP obtained with LGD, GeoNames and OSM. As we can see, we retrieve
more tweets in London than in NY. Moreover, in Table �.�, we analyze the
intersection of tweets that we can found with the di�erent semantic gazetteers
KG |A. As expected, since the number of common geo-terms in KG |A is the
higher (see Section �.�), the cardinality of the intersection between the localiz-
able tweets with LGD and OSM is the higher one. Moreover, both Table �.�
and Table �.� show that the London dataset contains more localizable tweets
(in percentage) than NY.

As we can see in Table �.�, while the KD results change w.r.t. the semantic
gazetteer used, its average result across all semantic gazetteers is ��.�� for NY
and ��.�� for London. Therefore, naive KD is substantially more accurate than
Geoloc.
These �rst results indeed validate our intuition and show that the use

of geographical external knowledge can improve the quality of microblog
message geolocation. However, as we are interested in small sub-city distances,
which can be considered “walkable”, the MDE results produced by naive KD
do not satisfy this requirement, as the MDEs are still too large for this goal.
Therefore, in the rest of our experiments, we use a threshold of ��% of the total
geolocalizable area, which roughly corresponds to the reported MDE, and we
consider it to be the maximum acceptable value.
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�������� In this experiment, we investigate how the percentage of tweets
that naive KD approach can correctly geolocate changes as a function of
the error with which we geolocate it. The results can be seen in Figure �.�,
where we compare the naive KD algorithm with Geoloc in terms of the per-
centage of correctly geolocated tweets, as the geolocation error threshold
increases. The left column shows the results for NY dataset and right one
for London. The three rows show the results using di�erent geographical
knowledge. Figure �.�(a)(c)(e) refers to the NY dataset and Figure �.�(b)(d)(f)
refers to the London one. Moreover, Figures �.�(a)(b) correspond to LGD, while
Figures �.�(c)(d) are related to GeoNames and Figures �.�(e)(f) to OSM.With the
red vertical line, we highlight the accuracy threshold we are interested in. We
can immediately see that in all cases, at the sub-city level, a knowledge-driven
approach is better than a data-driven one.

In the next section, we compare the geographic knowledge bases based on
accuracy results.

�.�.� Geographic Knowledge Comparison

In this section, we investigate the sub-city geolocation quality of the three
di�erent semantic gazetteers that are part of our experimental setting.

�������� In Figure �.�, we see how the percentage of retrieved tweets
changes as we increase the error threshold. The �rst insight that we get is
that there is no globally optimal semantic gazetteer, as di�erent gazetteers
provide higher retrieval ratios across di�erent datasets. On NY (Figure �.� left)
we see that the best performing is OSM, while on London (Figure �.� right)
the best one is LGD. We also see that this ranking changes according to the
threshold we are interested in. For example, in London, the ranking between
Geonames and LGD changes as the retrieval percentage for Geonames crosses
over the one of LGD, for ADE values larger than ��%. Finally, in terms of GTP,
we also see in Table �.� that GTP di�ers across the three di�erent semantic
gazetteers. In order to �nd a semantic gazetteer that works best for a given
setting, our goal is that of identifying a good trade-o� between accuracy and
GTP. As generally best performing solutions we identify LGD and OSM as
they exhibit the best values for such trade-o�. Their equivalence in quality
is not surprising, as we already know that they are derived from the same
information sources, and just �ltered in di�erent ways.

��������� ������ Our results are the �rst ones that show that crowd-
sourced knowledge can be used to enable more accurate geolocation of microb-
log messages. Looking at both Table �.� and Figure �.�, while also considering
that LGD and OSM contain information from the same geographic data source,
we see that di�erent sources can have varying levels of ambiguity. Looking at
our results for NY, we see that LGD, that has the highest ambiguity, achieves
the worst results. However, OSM and GeoNames, that have similar and smaller
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F ����� � .� . Results of ADE using the three di�erent semantic gazetteers.

ambiguity, achieve similar and more accurate results. We also want to high-
light that an important di�erence in terms of GTP exists. Table �.� shows that
GeoNames can geolocate only a very small percentage of the microblog mes-
sages w.r.t. OSM. This behavior is the same for London: OSM has an ambiguity
level closer to that of GeoNames but their di�erence in terms of GTP is big. In
London, GeoNames has the worst GTP but provides better results in terms of
accuracy.

������ ��������� In our last experiment, we compare the results to
the ones obtained using Random, in order to demonstrate that our results are
free of bias., i.e., the small targeted area (a city) does not have an impact on the
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F ����� � .� . Comparison among the three di�erent semantic gazetteers. On the left
results on NY dataset, on the right on London dataset.

T���� � .� . Summary of semantic gazetteers information.
NY London

LGD GeoNames OSM LGD GeoNames OSM
|T (KG |A) | �,��� �,��� ��,��� �,��� �,��� ��,���
|KG |A | �,���,��� ��,��� ��,��� ���,��� ��,��� ���,���
Ambiguity � ���.�� �.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� �.��

higher accuracy of the results. Moreover, we want to demostrate that it is not
possible to infer a location in a city in a good way by just randomly picking
a point in it. These results are shown in Table �.� and Figure �.� where we
present the MDE �rst and the ADE later (random algorithm is the red line).

�.� Embedding Evaluation

In this section, we investigate the optimal number of dimensions that we need
in order to e�ectively embed our knowledge bases in a multi-dimensional
space. For quantifying e�ectiveness we measure both the geolocation accuracy
of Sherloc, using each embedding, as well as the distortion of the knowledge
base generated by the embedding.

We perform two di�erent evaluations on the embedding space:

• empirical evaluation based on the distortion w.r.t. the ontology.

• empirical evaluation based on the MDE obtained using Sherloc.

We run the Poincaré hierarchical embedding algorithm (Nickel and Kiela,
����) with �, �, � and � dimensions, for every geographical knowledge. Addi-
tionally, we map each term in KG |A in the GloVe dictionary (see Chapter �)
to get an embedding representation of our data using GloVe. GloVe provides
embeddings with ��, ���, ��� and ��� dimensions.
We train the Poincaré embeddings directly on our knowledge. As a result,

embeddings for our data are constructed in a way that aims at maintaining
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F ����� � .� . A subset of ���� points of GeoNames �D embedding projected in �D.

the correct distances among objects. As an example of data distribution in an
embedding, we choose the embedding of GeoNames in a �D space. In Figure �.�,
we show the distribution of a subset of ���� points in a �-dimensional space of
GeoNames. The data are projected in � dimensions for readability. In contrast,
GloVe is pre-trained on Wikipedia. We know that Wikipedia contains also
geographical knowledge, and as a result, we expect it to be a good candidate
for representing our data as well. Knowing that GloVe has a di�erent aim, for
GloVe, we only perform the empirical evaluation using Sherloc.

�.�.� Distortion Analysis

Evaluating the e�ectiveness of an embedding w.r.t. the structure that it gener-
ates is not a simple task, since a standard methodology or metric does not exist.
Traditional embedding evaluation processes do not evaluate the embedding
in an absolute way, but assess the e�ectiveness of an embedding only w.r.t. a
speci�c task.

In order to understand if the obtained embedding accurately represents our
ontology, we calculate the distortion of the embedding w.r.t. the ontology. The
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T���� � .� . Distortion values on the di�erent embedding space on GeoNames and
OSM.

London NY
GeoNames OSM GeoNames

D (S ) STD D (S ) D (S ) STD D (S ) D (S ) STD D (S )
�D �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
�D �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
�D �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

distortion calculates how much we expand or contract the distances in the
embedding process. Generally, values close to zero represent good values for
the distortion while an upper bound is not �xed.

De�nition �.� (Distortion). Given an ontologyO , an embedding space S ofO ,
and a distance function on O , dO , the distortion value of S is calculated as:

D (S ) = �
1
⇣
n
2

⌘
⇣ X

u,� 2O :u,�

|d (S (u), S (� )) � dO (u,� ) |
dO (u,� )

⌘

where u and � are nodes inO , n is the cardinality of elements in S andO , and �
is the scaling factor calculated as maxdO

maxd .

We choose the distortion metric as de�ned above, since this metric globally
analyze the embedding. Moreover, with this metric, we have the possibility to
analyze also particular subsets of the ontology.
Since the computational cost of this function is expensive due to the high

number of pairs inO , we calculate the distortion value only for the GeoNames
and the OSM facet ontologies. For the same reason, we do not have the res-
ults for OSM on NY data. We avoid the calculations for the �-dimensional
embedding space, since we already know that the projection of hierarchical
structures in � dimensions looses quality.
In Table �.�, we present the results obtained on GeoNames and OSM. The

distortion value obtained shows that there is not a real di�erence among the
dimensions. Only in the case of OSM for London data, we can de�nitively say
that � dimensions is the best choice. An accurate analysis of the embedding
distortion is presented in Federico Dassereto’s Master Thesis (Dassereto, ����).

�.�.� Coherence with Sherloc

In addition to the distortion analysis, we also use Sherloc as a way of evaluating,
in a supervised way, the best embedding dimensions. We use the MDE as a
metric to compare the results. In Table �.�, we list the best result that we
achieve using each speci�c embedding�. However, the mean solution on every
run for the same embeddings highlights that an embedding could be better
than another also if the best results it produces are not the best as compared
�Notice that, we run Sherloc with di�erent parameters that we will detail later.
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T���� � .� . Best MDE results obtained with Sherloc.
GeoNames OSM LGD

London NY London NY London NY
�D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
�D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
�D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��Poincaré

�D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
��D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
���D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
���D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��GloVe

���D �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��

to the others. In case of NY using GeoNames, the results are the same in every
run. To understand which one is the best embedding, we run the experiments
obtaining results with four signi�cant digits. In Appendix C we can see the
detailed results.
Since embeddings do not have standard evaluation techniques and we use

them within Sherloc, the evaluation with our algorithm is foundamental.
However, looking at results obtained with the distortion value, we can notice
that there is coherence between Table �.� and Table �.�. The Sherloc results
are always in the same range and, indeed, the distortion value is at most �.
Our verdict is that a �D embedding space is the most accurate way for

representing each geographic knowledge base. All the experiments, from now
on, are performed using �-dimensional Poincaré embeddings.

�.� Sherloc Parameters Evaluation

As we have seen earlier, Sherloc exposes two parameters to the user. The
�rst one is � , the maximum number of semantic terms to be associated with
each message, and the other is � , the maximum distance between two points
according to DBSCAN. Moreover, for DBSCAN, we also discuss the choice of
the minPts parameter. In the following, we investigate how these parameters
can a�ect the performance.

�.�.� Selection of the � Parameter

In the performed experiments, with both NY and London datasets, we con-
sidered the following values for � : ���, ����, ���� and the following values
for � : ���, ���, ���, ��� (where the unit is meters).

The � interval represents the maximum distance that we want between two
points in a cluster. Since we want to obtain sub-city level accuracy we choose
a maximum value of ��� meters between two points. Moreover, we avoid to
use less than ���meters because, also in �ne-grained geographic data sources,
it is di�cult to have points closer than ��� meters (e.g., streets are in general
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geotagged with a distance of at least ��� meters between two points). In our
algorithm, � is a user de�ned parameter. We do not want to select the best
value of � a priori. We will see later in the chapter that we analyze the results
of Sherloc on every value of � .

We choose the � interval on the minimum cardinality of terms that we have
in the geographic knowledge bases we considered. In the previous chapter,
in Table �.� we can see the minimum cardinality is that for GeoNames in
London with a value of ����. A value of � grater than ���� means that if we
�nd only one geo-term in a tweet using GeoNames, we used all the data in
the geographic knowledge.

To tune the parameter values, we computed MDE over the two datasets for
all the possible combinations of � and � .
The heatmaps, presented in Figure �.� and Figure �.�, highlight the best

values, i.e., those leading to the lowest MDE, in red. Notice that in case of NY
on GeoNames, in order to evaluate the best � we have to look at the third
decimal digit and there is no di�erence in the results using ���� or ����. This
means that also ��� can be a good choice and that, for values greater than
����, every value of � produces the same clusters.

From the same heatmaps, we can see that di�erent values for � and � do not
signi�cantly a�ect the results on the London dataset (all combinations lead to
light colors, i.e., low MDE values). On the contrary, a right calibration of these
parameters for the NY dataset can provide a very big improvement on the
performance of Sherloc (darker colors, i.e., higher MDE values, are present in
some areas of the map). In the following, all the presented results refer to the
best � for each dataset, namely � = 1, 000 for GeoNames on NY and � = 1, 500
for the other datasets combinations.

F ����� � .� . The results of Sherloc on NY dataset for di�erent � and � values. In red
the � value with a small error.

�.�.� Evaluation of the DBSCANminPts Parameter

Another important parameter to tune is the value of minPts for DBSCAN,
corresponding to the minimum number of points in a cluster. In Sherloc, we
considered the following values for minPts: 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, for every value
of � and � , and we selected the value that minimizes the MDE in the largest
number of cases. Since we can use Sherloc as a supervised way to evaluate an
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F ����� � .� . The results of Sherloc on London dataset for di�erent � and � values.
In red the � value with a small error.

T���� � .� . minPts k-fold cross evaluation. The table shows the best result for every
dataset.

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
GeoNames London

Best Round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
OSM London

Best Round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
LGD London

Best Round �� �.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
GeoNames NY

Best Round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
OSM NY

Best Round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
LGD NY

Best Round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��

unsupervised algorithm, i.e., DBSCAN clustering, we perform a k-fold cross
validation test on the minPts parameter. We used k = 10 and Sherloc with the
smallest input parameters: � = 500 and � = 200. These inputs constitute the
worst case that we can have: with these inputs we construct the smallest set
of points for the clustering algorithm.

In Table �.�, we provide the MDE results of the best out of �� runs of Sherloc,
giving the result of the minPts that we have to use in order to maximize the
performance. Every Sherloc experiment is performed with minPts equal to the
value in Table �.�.

In Appendix B we provide the tables reporting the ��-fold cross validation
results.

�.� Sherloc Evaluation

Based on the previous evaluations, in this section, we compare Sherloc, run
with speci�c settings, with the state-of-the-art algorithm Geoloc, described in
Chapter �.
To summarize, we used the following parameters for Sherloc:
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• for every KG |A a �D embedding representation,

• � as described in Section �.�.�,

• minPts as described in Section �.�.�,

• � in the interval [200, 400, 600, 800] since it is a user input parameter.

We �rst provide a comparative evaluation of Sherloc and then we compare
Sherloc and Sherloc-DR. When evaluating Sherloc-DR, for GloVe we choose
the best MDE result obtained in Table �.�.

�.�.� Sherloc Comparative Evaluation

Starting from a high-level analysis, Table �.� shows that Sherloc guarantees
the lowest MDE values, for both datasets. These results are not unexpected
since it is well known that data-driven algorithms cannot predict location at
the sub-city level with a good accuracy (Kinsella, Murdock, and O’Hare, ����).

T���� � .� . MDE values with the three di�erent approaches on the three di�erent
geographical external knowledges.

NY London
Geoloc ��.�� ��.��
Random ��.�� ��.�

LGD GeoNames OSM LGD GeoNames OSM
Sherloc ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

These results are also con�rmed by results presented in Figure �.�, plotting
ADE values with respect to di�erent areas de�ned as a percentage of the total
target area. The �gure shows that, when considering a small area (less than
��% of the total area, i.e., maximum a neighborhood) Sherloc can retrieve
the biggest number of tweets as compared to the other approaches, for both
datasets.

Notice that, while for the London dataset Sherloc always outperforms Geo-
loc, for the NY dataset this is true up to an area of about ��% of the target one.
This is probably due to the fact that, as discussed Section �.�, raw data from
which the NY dataset is extracted (GeoText), are preprocessed, limiting noise
in the messages. On the other hand, raw data from which the London dataset
is extracted (FollowTheHashtag), correspond to a dump from Twitter without
any cleaning. As we know, noisy data are not good for data-driven algorithms
and this is con�rmed by the results we achieved.

Our evaluation demonstrates that data-driven algorithms fail to geolocate at
the sub-city level with a �ne-grained detail and a high accuracy. Moreover, the
random comparison supports the fact that we need an algorithm to geolocate
at sub-city level. In contrast, our knowledge-based algorithm can geolocate at
the sub-city level with a �ne-grained detail and a high accuracy. This further
stresses the importance of the fact that knowledge-based algorithms are not
a�ected by noise in the data, as data are structured beforehand.
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To conclude, in Figure �.� we show the Sherloc results with all the values
for the � parameter. As we can see, in the case of GeoNames on NY, OSM,
and LGD on London (Figure �.�(a)(d)(e)) there is no evident di�erence among
� values. In general, we can see a real and important di�erence only in case
of OSM on London (Figure �.�(c)). This behavior is due to the geotagging of
the geographical objects in the geographic gazetteers. The distances between
points do not change and whatever � we choose the clusters obtained are
always the same. OSM on London is more accurate, con�rmed by the ambiguity
value � in Table �.� and di�erent � values lead to di�erent results. Notice
that � = [200, 400] in OSM London (Figure �.�(c)) produces worse results as
compared to Geoloc.

�.�.� Sherloc-DR VS Sherloc

In this section, we compare the extended version of Sherloc, Sherloc-DR, with
Sherloc. Since we are interested in sub-city level geolocation and we already
show the results of Sherloc, we now show the plot (Figure �.�) with only the
results at the sub-city level. In this plot we can speci�cally say that we used
the Acc@��. To avoid plots di�cult to read, we choose to compare only the
best results of Sherloc obtained above with the best Sherloc-DR results.

Moreover, we want to present also a comparison with the naive KD approach
that we used to evaluate our geographic knowledge bases. Starting from the
comparison with a naive KD approach, results in Figure �.� can be interpreted
by taking into account ambiguity values for the considered gazetteers. In
particular, Figure �.� shows that, with highly ambiguous gazetteers and a low
number of geo-terms in tweets, as happening for the NY area (see Section �.�),
Sherloc outperforms naive KD by a large margin. By taking into account
nearest neighbor terms selected from the semantic space, indeed negative
e�ects of ambiguity can be limited. On the other hand, by decreasing the
ambiguity level while increasing the number of geo-terms in tweets, as it
happens for example for the London area for GeoNames (see Section �.�), the
di�erences in accuracy between the two approaches are limited. In a naive KD
approach, indeed, a higher number of geo-terms could balance the absence
of the semantic space analysis. In those cases, a naive KD approach could be
considered a good choice for achieving a reasonable accuracy at a higher speed
(remember that a naive KD algorithm does not compute nearest neighbors in
the semantic space, thus avoiding a time-consuming step in the computation).

Moreover, in Figure �.� we compare the extended version Sherloc-DR with
Sherloc. We notice that the use of di�erent representations can help in some
cases, speci�cally only in NY. Since we do not know how the training of
GloVe works, we can just assume that the contextual information that GloVe
learnt from the training can change the similar nearest neighbor in the query.
Moreover, the way in which we use the similar terms empirically help to
choose the useful NN terms for the location inference goal for some dataset.
Indeed, we can see that Sherloc-DR works better than Sherloc in NY dataset.
As we can see, this is not true for London where in some case also the naive
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F ����� � .� . ADE results on Sherloc for both NY and London dataset with the dif-
ferent geographic knowledge bases. The red vertical line shows the
Acc@��.

KD approach is better than a double representation.
In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, these are the best accuracies

achieved for geolocation inference at the sub-city level obtained so far.
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F ����� � .� . ADE results on Sherloc-DR for both NY and London dataset with the
di�erent geographic knowledge bases. The red vertical line shows the
Acc@��.
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Conclusions & Future Work

In this thesis, we showed the role of geographic knowledge in sub-city level
geolocation algorithms. We showed how an external geographic knowledge
is fundamental to solve the problem and we provide results that improve the
state-of-the-art in this �eld.

������� �� ������������� We presented an algorithm, named Sher-
loc, that is able to overcome the limitations that a naive knowledge-based
approach can have: solving the ambiguity, using the semantic level as a prun-
ing step for choosing the most useful entities for the geolocation phase in
order to increase accuracy. We exploit a geographical external knowledge
and a semantic embedding to construct a multi-dimensional geographical
database. This is then queried by Sherloc in order to infer the location of a
message. We demonstrate that using external geographical knowledge bases
on a target area, we can geolocate around ��% of the tweets with a very small
error. The approach is completely knowledge-driven and does not require
any prior training. Moreover, Sherloc infers coordinates without constructing
a grid on the target area. This allows for more �exible geolocation and can
identify structures that are of various shapes. Moreover, our work revealed
a strong relationship between an external semantic geographical knowledge
and the geographical information contained in Twitter messages. We also
propose an extended version of Sherloc, called Sherloc-DR, that utilizes two
di�erent embedding spaces to represent geographic knowledge. This com-
bined knowledge is then used to infer message locations. Di�erently from
Sherloc, Sherloc-DR’s goal is to understand if the combination of two di�erent
embeddings can provide better results. The evaluation shows that it is not
always the case that we bene�t from using two di�erent embeddings.

It has to be clear that we do not want to propose a new solution for geolocat-
ing microblog messages, but rather, another level of geolocation in current
geolocation pipelines. Since data-driven algorithms do not in general achieve
good results, our idea is to use a knowledge-driven approach in a pipeline after
a data-driven algorithm. Data-driven algorithms, indeed, are already demon-
strated in the literature to achieve very good results for city level geolocation.
In addition to that our knowledge driven extension allows them to perform
well also in the sub-city level.

����������� ��� ������ ���� As we have seen, Sherloc is able to
signi�cantly improve sub-city level geolocation accuracy. There are, however,
several aspects of our work that open up signi�cant possibilities for further
investigation.
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The strongest and fundamental part of Sherloc is the geographic know-
ledge representation. We currently use o� the shelf hierarchical embedding
algorithms. Such algorithms do not consider the spatial component of our
geographic knowledge. An open question related to that is: “Can we �nd an
embedding algorithm that is not only suitable for hierarchical structures but also
for geographic knowledge bases and takes into account the spatial component of
the object as well?” The idea to study a new embedding algorithm is challen-
ging and requires further investigation. A simple approach to start with should
include the de�niton of an ontology that describes not only the semantics of
geographical objects but also their spatial component. We could then try to
reuse existing embedding algorithms, as used in this thesis.

In regard to the combination of di�erent embeddings in Sherloc-DR, there
are various possible research directions. In the extended version of Sherloc,
we intersect the information from two di�erent semantic spaces. Another
possibility would be to concatenate the vectors obtained from two di�erent
spaces and run the k-NN queries only on one space. Alternatively, we could
examine aspects related to the ontology component of the algorithm, e.g.,
create only one ontology with information coming from multiple di�erent
ontologies. Then we can create a single embedding space on this new extended
ontology.

Moreover, it can be interesting analyze the role of geographic objects’ geo-
metry. A geometry associated to an object can be reduced to the center point
of the geometry. In this way we have the possibility to obtain a set of points
that could be a better domain for a clustering in Sherloc. However, also the
analysis of toponyms and not the geo-term version, can maybe improve results.
In this case we expected a better accuracy but probably a worst recall.
Apart from geographic knowledge, Sherloc opens possibilities for further

improvements also in the rest of its components. In regard to ranking, Sherloc
uses a list of ranked clusters to choose the area where a microblog message
came from. This ranking function orders the clusters based on density. The
open question is:“Is it the best ranking function?” A possibility here would be
to analyze the set of clusters using also di�erent features. Moreover, invest-
igating the role of the classes of the geographic points in the clusters can
help understand if the homogeneity/heterogeneity of classes in the cluster is
a relevant feature. Finally, a location of a microblog message can be inferred
using one geographic knowledge instead of another, or even using more than
one geographic knowledge (as we present in Chapter �). In this speci�c case,
it would be interesting to look at all the clusters obtained with di�erent geo-
graphic knowledge bases and �nd a good ranking function to choose the most
appropriate.

In regard to the features used, our approach used only the textual informa-
tion of a microblog message. As we know, microblog messages have metadata
information associated with them. An important information is the timestamp
and the user id. We plan to take into account the temporal and user dimension
to “contextualize” a tweet, in other words, we could aggregate messages of the

��



same user in a small time window. The intuition is that the position of a user
does not change a lot in a small time window (except when a user is moving
with fast transportation means). The aggregation will allow us to create a
bigger query that can contain more detailed information.

In regard to evaluation, our immediate future work is to extend the distortion
evaluation on all the knowledge bases studied. Moreover, it would be useful
to analyze also other dimensions and use di�erent metrics to choose the best
representation.
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A Notations

T���� A.� . Summary of notation used in the thesis.
Notation De�nition Reference
m Message (bag of words) Section �.�
�(O ) abbr. � Gazetteer associated with an ontology O De�nition �.�
� (·) Coordinates transforming function De�nition �.�
G Atomic semantic gazetteer De�nition �.�
�(·) Toponym transforming function De�nition �.�
KG Geographic knowledge De�nition �.�
T (KG ) Geo-terms related to KG De�nition �.�
dT Distance between geo-term in T (KG ) De�nition �.�
d Distance between points in S De�nition �.�
emb (·) Embedding function De�nition �.�
S Semantic space De�nition �.�
A Target Area Section �.�
KG |A Geographic knowledge related to A Section �.�
T (m) Bag of geo-terms ofm Section �.�
S (m) Bag of semantic points ofm Section �.�
NN (m) Extended semantic message De�nition �.�
T NN (m) Extended message (geo-terms) Section �.�
P (m) Set of physical points related tom De�nition �.�
Clusters (m) Set of clusters of P (m) Section �.�
r f (·) Ranking function Section �.�
dC (m) Highest density cluster Section �.�
loc (m) Inferred location Section �.�
locr (m) Real location Section �.�
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A Notations

T���� A.� . Summary of evaluation metrics used in the thesis.
Name Notation De�nition Reference
Distance Error DE (m) d (loc (m), locr (m)) Section �.�
Mean Distance Error MDE 1

|Tw |
P
m2Tw DE (m) Section �.�

Accuracy Distance Error ADE | {m2Tw |DE (m)dist } |
|Tw | Section �.�

GeoTweet Percentage GTP
|Tw� |
|Tw | Section �.�

Ambiguity � |KG |A |
|T (KG ) | Section �.�

Distortion D (S ) � 1
(n2 )

⇣ P
u,� 2O :u,�

|d (S (u ),S (� ))�dO (u,� ) |
dO (u,� )

⌘
De�nition �.�

T���� A.� . Summary of algorithms used in the thesis.
Name Notation Reference
Sherloc Sherloc Chapter �
Sherloc Double Representation Sherloc-DR Section �.�
Naive Knowledge-Driven Approach Naive KD Section �.�.�
Geoloc Geoloc Section �.�.�
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B Selection of best minPts: complete results

In this appendix, we present the results of the k-fold cross validation forminPts.
For this experiment we choose k = 10 and minPts is in the range [5, 25] with
step �. The results are discussed in Chapter �.

T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on London and GeoNames data
GeoNames London

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��
�� round � �.�� �.�� �.�� �.��

T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on London and OSM data
OSM London

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
�� round �� �.�� ��.�� �.�� ��.��
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B Selection of best minPts: complete results

T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on London and LGD data
LGD London

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� �.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��
�� round �� ��.�� ��.�� ��.�� ��.��

T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on NY and GeoNames data
Geonames NY

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
�� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��

T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on NY and OSM data
OSM NY

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
�� round � ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
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T���� B.� . All rounds using Sherloc on NY and LGD data
LGD NY

Best minPts MDE test STD test MDE train STD train
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
�� round �� ��.�� �.�� ��.�� �.��
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C Sherloc MDE results with every
parameters and embeddings

(� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

(� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

( � ) �D ( � ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

F ����� C.� . London on GeoNames, OSM facet ontology and LGD with Poincarè
embedding.

(� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

(� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

( � ) �D ( � ) �D (� ) �D (� ) �D

F ����� C.� . NY on GeoNames, OSM facet ontology and LGD with Poincarè embed-
ding.
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C Sherloc MDE results with every parameters and embeddings

(� ) ��D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

(� ) ��D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

( � ) ��D ( � ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

F ����� C.� . London on GeoNames, OSM facet ontology and LGD with GloVe em-
bedding.

(� ) ��D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

(� ) ��D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

( � ) ��D ( � ) ���D (� ) ���D (� ) ���D

F ����� C.� . NY onGeoNames, OSM facet ontology and LGDwith GloVe embedding.
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